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“Once you know what failure feels like,
determination chases success.”
- Kobe Bryant
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As Captain of the Bishop’s College Basketball
team, it is my privilege to submit the Annual
Report for the year 2021. This year was one with
its very own ups and downs, uncertainties and
as one might say, it was challenging. However,
as a team we learnt to endure and adjust to the
situation and kept the game going.

support throughout the year and for being beside
me through thick and thin, encouraging me all the
way till the end.

We started off this year by training physically
as the state of the country was getting better,
nevertheless, just as hope was on the horizon, the
situation started getting worse by the day. This led
to us terminating physical practices and moving to
an online platform which took place at least twice
a week.

Moreover, it is with a heavy heart that we say
goodbye to our coach Mr. Channa Perera who has
been our mentor for the past decade.

Unfortunately, the pandemic crisis also prohibited
any tournaments taking place, including National,
Divisional, School matches and other invited
tournaments that the U15, U17 and U19 basketball
teams of Bishop’s College usually participate in
yearly.
Even with training shifting onto a virtual platform,
there has been a growth in the number of players
as we had many new players, who have a passion
for the sport, joining us from grades 6 and 7. The
enthusiasm and commitment shown by these
newcomers was incredibly outstanding and we
were overjoyed to see more basketball enthusiasts
showing their utmost dedication towards the
sport.

I would also like to thank all the players for their
team spirit and commitment showcased this year,
given that everything has been held online.

Lastly, my deep appreciation goes out to Ms.
Wendy Thenuwara, Ms. Verosha Ekanayake and
our coach Ms. Omali De Mel, who collectively
made all of this possible.
To my fellow Bishopians and uprising Basketball
Stars, I would like to conclude by quoting the
words of Larry Brown, who once said “All the
successful teams I’ve ever seen have three
characteristics: they play unselfish, they play
together, and they play hard.”
Yanushi de Mel
Captain

“Talent wins games but
teamwork and intelligence wins
championships”
- Micheal Jordan

I would like to extend my heartfelt gratitude to
my Vice Captain Nehara De Silva for her endless
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